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Abstract. Hydrological processes control the behaviour of
many unstable slopes, and their importance for landslide ac-
tivity is generally accepted. The presence of fissures influ-
ences the storage capacity of a soil and affects the infiltration
processes of rainfall. The effectiveness of the fissure network
depends upon fissure size, their spatial distribution, and con-
nectivity. Moreover, fissure connectivity is a dynamic charac-
teristic, depending on the degree of saturation of the medium.

This research aims to investigate the influence of the fis-
sure network on hydrological responses of a landslide. Spe-
cial attention is given to spatial and temporal variations in
fissure connectivity, which makes fissures act both as pref-
erential flow paths for deep infiltration (disconnected fis-
sures) and as lateral groundwater drains (connected fissures).
To this end, the hydrological processes that control the ex-
change of water between the fissure network and the matrix
have been included in a spatially distributed hydrological and
slope stability model. The ensuing feedbacks in landslide hy-
drology were explored by running the model with one year
of meteorological forcing. The effect of dynamic fissure con-
nectivity was evaluated by comparing simulations with static
fissure patterns to simulations in which these patterns change
as a function of soil saturation. The results highlight that fis-
sure connectivity and fissure permeability control the water
distribution within landslides. Making the fissure connectiv-
ity function of soil moisture results in composite behaviour
spanning the above end members and introduces stronger
seasonality of the hydrological responses.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation and objective

Hydrology has long been recognized as a crucial factor in ini-
tiation and reactivation of landslides. Generally, the internal
strength of the slope decreases as the groundwater level rises
and pore pressure increases. The unsaturated zone controls
groundwater recharge allowing for the loss of soil moisture
by evaporation and attenuation of percolation. It also pro-
vides preferential flow paths (formed by soil fauna, by plant
roots, soil erosion, etc;Beven and Germann, 1982) for in-
filtration (Bogaard and Van Asch, 2002; Krzeminska et al.,
2011). Additionally, in slow-moving landslides, continuous
movement of the sliding material results in fissure forma-
tion due to compression and extension. These fissures can
act both as preferential flow paths for infiltration and as lat-
eral groundwater drains. As such, they have strong influence
on groundwater level fluctuation and thus on slope stability.

The main aim of this research is to study the importance of
preferential fissure flow for landslide hydrological behaviour
and slope stability at the field scale. The conceptual model
was based on the Storage and Redistribution of Water on
Agricultural and Re-vegetated Slopes model (STARWARS),
which is a distributed model coupling hydrological and sta-
bility dynamics (Van Beek, 2002).
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1.2 Preferential fissure flow and its relevance for
landslide hydrology

Macropores are defined as structural pores that are much
larger than the average soil matrix pores (Beven and Ger-
mann, 1982) and drain mainly by gravitational forces (not in-
fluenced by capillarity). Fissures are a special case of macro-
pores with apertures that vary from a few, up to tens of cen-
timetres. For the purpose of this study, we will use the term
“fissures” to refer to geo-mechanically induced cracks that
are filled or partly filled with reworked material. Accord-
ingly, we use the term “preferential fissure flow” to refer to
rapid water flow in fissures bypassing the bulk of the less
pervious matrix (Beven and Germann, 1982).

The importance of macropore flow for slope hydrology
(including slope stability) was recognised in the early 1980s
(Pierson, 1983; Brand et al., 1986) and has subsequently been
receiving a great deal of research attention (Tsuboyama et al.,
1994; Noguchi et al., 1999; Nobles et al., 2004; Nieber and
Sidle, 2004).Various authors reported adverse and beneficial
effects of macropore flow (including fissure flow) on land-
slide activity (McDonnell, 1990; Van Beek and Van Asch,
1999; Fannin et al., 2000; Uchida et al., 2001).The presence
of fissures can lead to slope instability by influencing the soil
water storage capacity and by affecting the infiltration pro-
cesses of rainfall. Fast flow through the fissures may increase
the rate of vertical infiltration, providing direct access to the
lower groundwater and increasing the rate of groundwater
recharge. On the other hand, an extended fissure network
may increase the rate of natural soil drainage, which limits
the build up of water pressure. However, when dead-end fis-
sures are present (a disconnected fissure network), once their
storage capacity is exceeded, they contribute to maintain-
ing high pore water pressures in the surrounding soils (Mc-
Donnell, 1990; Van Asch et al., 1996; Uchida et al., 2001;
Krzeminska et al., 2009).

Initiation of macropore flow depends mainly on an-
tecedent soil moisture content, rainfall amount and intensity,
hydraulic conductivity of the soil matrix, density and distri-
bution of macropores and soil texture (Bouma, 1990; Tro-
jan and Linden, 1992; Weiler and Naef, 2003). The macro-
pore flow can be initiated either at the soil surface or from
(partially-) saturated soil layer, when the rainfall or perco-
lation intensity exceeds the infiltration rate of the lower soil
layer. The interaction between macropores and the surround-
ing soil-matrix depends on soil matrix properties, soil wa-
ter content and the properties of macropores and matrix-
macropore interface (Weiler and Naef, 2003).

The effectiveness of macropores (fissures) for transmit-
ting water downslope depends upon their size, spatial dis-
tribution, and connectivity (Beven and Germann, 1982; Mc-
Donnell, 1990; Cameira et al., 2000; Nobles et al., 2004).
The larger the macropores are, the more water they can
potentially conduct or store, depending on the connectiv-
ity between macropores. The macropores themselves are not

considered to be continuous throughout the soil profile or the
hillslope. It is more likely that they are separated by matrix
stretches located at the endpoints of the individual macrop-
ores (e.g.Noguchi et al., 1999; Sidle et al., 2001). In this way,
the macropore connectivity depends on the water content in
the separating matrix stretches, and the degree of macrop-
ore effectiveness increases with wetness (Tsuboyama et al.,
1994; Sidle et al., 2000). However, despite field evidence,
laboratory experiments and analytical research, the relation-
ship between soil moisture and macropore connectivity is
qualitative only (Nieber and Sidle, 2004) and its quantifica-
tion remains difficult.

The complexity of the preferential flow processes, and
their high spatial and temporal variability, makes it very dif-
ficult to measure the processes in the field and to upscale the
information to the catchment scale (Van Asch et al., 2007;
Van Schaik, 2009). In a slow-moving landslide, continuous
movement of the sliding material and its heterogeneity make
the system of preferential fissure flow paths difficult to char-
acterise. Moreover, constant opening and closing of the aper-
ture in the reworking material makes it even more difficult to
monitor and model preferential fissure flow.

1.3 Preferential flow in landslide hydrological
modelling

To analyse rainfall-induced landsliding, governed by either
unsaturated or saturated conditions, several models were pro-
posed (Wu and Sidle, 1995; Van Beek and Van Asch, 1999;
Iverson, 2000; Brooks et al., 2002; Cappa et al., 2004). Nu-
merical codes vary from simple 1-D lumped models to com-
plex physically based 3-D models and can involve either tra-
ditional (area-averaged values of equivalent parameters) or
distributed approaches. Distributed approaches are the most
suitable to account for spatial and temporal heterogeneity of
the hydrological systems (e.g.Miller and Sias, 1998), and
thus, they improve forecasting of spatio-temporal probabil-
ities of landslides (Malet et al., 2005; Van Westen et al.,
2005).

Incorporating preferential flow modelling into a hillslope-
scale hydrological model is difficult due to the complexity of
the phenomenon. At the field scale, the majority of macro-
pore flow models use deterministic methods to study wa-
ter transport (Van Schaik, 2010). Preferential flow is often
modelled indirectly as a simplified system with preferential
vertical fluxes (Bogaard, 2002) or rapid slope-parallel flow
on the bedrock surface without taking into account the dis-
tributed nature of the soil macropores system (Beckers and
Alila , 2004; Kosugi et al., 2004). Moreover, in many large-
scale models, preferential flow is included as a modification
of the hydraulic conductivity function (e.g.Mulungu et al.,
2005; Zhang et al., 2006). Zehe and Bl̈oschl (2004) used a
threshold function to switch on macropore flow and estab-
lished a linear increase of the hydraulic conductivity, with
increasing relative saturation of the soil for both plot- and
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catchment-scale hydrological modelling.Weiler and Mc-
Donnell (2007) stressed that conceptualization and param-
eterization of the effect of lateral preferential flow on hills-
lope hydrology is one of the great challenges. They attempt
to combine the quantitative and qualitative approach, to in-
corporate the spatially dynamic nature of preferential flow
systems, by bringing lateral preferential flow into a formal
model structure as randomly generated pipe network.

In 1999, Van Beek and Van Aschproposed conceptual
hillslope model that accounts for fissure-induced infiltration.
This is a spatially distributed physically based model, cou-
pling hydrological and stability dynamics, developed in the
PCRaster GIS. The use of this meta-language provides an
expedient way to include and change spatially distributed
hydrological and geotechnical parameters. In the subsequent
development of the STARWARS model, fissure flow was ac-
counted for in a simpler manner, allowing a fraction of
the surface detention, equal the volume of free pore space
(i.e. fissures), to bypass the unsaturated matrix and directly
recharge the groundwater.

Since its development, the STARWARS model has been
used by many researchers to study different hydrological
and ecological issues for both synthetic and real case stud-
ies (Van Beek, 2002; Malet et al., 2005; Kuriakose et al.,
2009; Brolsma, 2010). In 2005, Malet and co-authors ap-
plied the STARWARS model to the Super-Sauze landslide us-
ing the simple bypass flow scheme representing only shallow
bypassing flow without fissure-matrix interaction (Fig.2a).
They concluded that accounting for fissure flow was an im-
portant improvement in modelling the hydrology of the land-
slide and stressed a need for further specific research on this
topic.

2 Adaptation of STARWARS

2.1 General model description

Here, we build on the original version of STARWARS model
(Van Beek, 2002) by including a more detailed representa-
tion of fissure flow by including and expanding the orig-
inal conceptualization ofVan Beek and Van Asch(1999).
The STARWARS model consists of a core model resolving
dynamic equations of saturated and unsaturated flow and
of sub-models that describe specific hydrological processes,
such as interception, transpiration, snow cover or snow melt
(Fig. 1).

The model represents the soil mantle (as a column of
three layers) overlying a semi-impervious bedrock. The lay-
ers have variable depth, centred on the mid-point or node of
each cell of an equidistant grid in thex- andy-direction. The
hydrological model describes the saturated (Qsat) and the un-
saturated (Pe) transient flow as a function of gravitational
potential only, assuming freely drainable water (unconfined
groundwater levels). Precipitation (P ) and evaporation (E)

constitute the boundary condition at the top of the soil col-
umn. The percolation loss across the lithic contact into the
underlying bedrock reservoir constitutes the lower boundary
condition (BC). For a complete description of the model, the
reader is referred toVan Beek(2002).

Within each model time step, all the calculations of par-
ticular processes within each soil column are ordered as
follows: reading the initial conditions (water level and soil
moisture content in the matrix and in the fissures), evaluat-
ing upper and lower boundary conditions, the calculation of
vertical fluxes, updating the storages, the evaluation of lat-
eral fluxes and updating the storages, which set new initial
conditions for the next step. Although each soil column has a
certain storage volume to accommodate the unsaturated and
saturated fluxes, all fluxes are calculated between nodes.

At the end of each model run, the factor of safety (fs) is
calculated as the ratio between maximum shearing resistance
to failure and shear stress. The infinite slope model is used to
calculate slope stability (Skempton, 1964):

fs =
c + (σ − u) tanφ

Wfis+Wmat
1x2 sinβ cosβ

(1)

wherec is cohesion,σ is total normal stress,u is pore pres-
sure andφ is the angle of internal friction.Wfis andWmat are
the weight of the fissure and matrix fraction of the cell andβ

is the slope angle. The normal stress is given by

σ =
Wfis + Wmat

1x2
cos2β, (2)

and the pore pressure is given by

u = Ffishw,fisγw cos2β + (1− Ffis)hw,matγw cos2β (3)

wherehw,fis/mat represents the groundwater height above the
shear surface within fissure and matrix fraction respectively,
andγw is the density of the water.

The interaction between cells is neglected, and the calcu-
lated stability is dependent on the local cell attributes only.
The model uses the soil mantle schematisation shown in
Fig. 2b, and the lithic contact is assumed to be the poten-
tial shear surface. In this way,fs serves here as a proxy for
the excess shear stress that cannot be accommodated by a
particular soil column.

2.2 Representation of fissures

Our concept of fissure flow is based on the dual-permeability
approach (Gerke, 2006; S̆imu̇nek et al., 2003; Jarvis, 2007).
The appearance of fissures creates a system consisting of two
overlapping and interacting domains: the fractures and the
matrix blocks, which have their own characteristic and prop-
erties (i.e. porosity, hydraulic conductivity). Moreover, water
flow is allowed in both domains (matrix and fissure).

The explicit inclusion of fissures in STARWARS required
an adaptation of the existing model concept (Fig.2b).The
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Fig. 1. Architecture of STARWARS model (core model and sub-models) and schematic representation of the model implementation (adapted
from Malet et al., 2005, based onVan Beek, 2002)

Fig. 2.Schematisation of(a) the original hydrological model (Van Beek, 2002, afterVan Beek, 2002; Malet et al., 2005), (b) the hydrological
model implemented with this research and(c) fissure representation in the single layer of the soil column.

new concept assumes that fissures are distinct from the ma-
trix and are represented within each cell as a continuous net-
work of highly pervious zones surrounded by matrix blocks
(afterVan Beek and Van Asch, 1999). For each layer of the
soil column, the fissure distribution is prescribed by the frac-
tion of the surface area covered by fissures (Ffis [m2 m−2]),
and mean fissure aperture (afis [m]). They are distributed
evenly throughout the cell (in bothx- andy-direction), and
they extend vertically over the full depth of a particular layer
(Fig. 2c). The model allows for defining the fissure fraction
and its aperture per cell and per layer. Fissure contents can
vary from cell to cell and from layer to layer. The only lim-
itation is that fissures are fully connected vertically, across
layers. Additionally, it is possible that fissures will terminate
in the first (top) or second layer and not extend entirely to the
bottom.

Moreover, field survey showed that the majority of fissures
are partly (re-)filled with landslide material, and thus no con-
tinuous open fissures are observed. Therefore, in the model
we consider that fissures are filled with reworked material
and that they retain their own water level and soil moisture
content. It is important to keep in mind that the fissure char-
acteristics (i.e. porosity, saturated hydraulic conductivity), as
all such input parameters in the model, can be spatially dis-
tributed.

The number of fissures per cell is calculated as

Nfis,x = Nfis,y = (1−

√
1− Ffis)

1x

afis
(4)

where1x is the cell length [m] and the fissures are assumed
to extend over the full length of the cell.Nfis,x (=Nfis,y) is the
number of fissures inx (=y) direction, rounded down to the
nearest whole number with a minimum value of 1 ifafis > 0.
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In that case, the fractional area covered by fissures is reset
to the area of(2afis1x −a2

fis)/1x2. The distance between the
fissures equals the width of the matrix blocks. It is assumed
that in a cell all fissures are contained by matrix, and thus
there areNfis + 1 matrix blocks (looking at thex-direction)
of width Lmat [m]:

Lmat =
√

1− Ffis
1x

Nfis,x + 1
. (5)

The distance from the centre of a fissure to the centre of
each matrix block that defines the different gradients is con-
sequently given by

Lmat−fis =
1

2
(Lmat+ afis). (6)

2.3 Adaptation of flux calculations

2.3.1 Fluxes within single soil column

Following the original process description of the STARWARS

model (Van Beek, 2002), the unsaturated flow, both in the
matrix and fissure domain, is gravitational and vertical only.
Percolation is passed on vertically between the layers of the
soil column and is controlled by the unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity of matrix and fissure domain respectively. The
soil water retention curve is described byFarrel and Larson
(1972):

2E, mat/fis= 1−
1

αmat/fis
ln

∣∣hmat/fis
∣∣

hA, mat/fis
(7)

where
∣∣h∣∣ is the absolute suction [m],hA is the air entry value

[m], andα is the shape factor [–]. If
∣∣h∣∣ is less or equal tohA ,

the soil remains saturated throughout.
The corresponding relationship for the relative unsatu-

rated hydraulic conductivity (kr [–]) of Millington and Quirk
(1959):

kr(2E) = 2τ
E

exp2α2E − 2α2E − 1

exp2α − 2α − 1
(8)

whereτ is the tortuosity parameter and is set to 4/3 [–]. This
equation is applied to calculate unsaturated hydraulic con-
ductivity of both matrices (kr,mat) and fissures (kr,fis).

When the percolation flux in the lowest layer exceeds the
basal loss, a groundwater table is formed and it rises upward
with the assumption that it is vertically contiguous (for both
matrix and fissure fraction).

Surface fluxes (infiltration and evaporation) are partitioned
on the basis of the respective surface areaA [m2], calculated
asAfis =Ffis1x2 for fissure fraction andAmat= (1−Ffis)1x2

for matrix fraction. Fissures can be recharged directly by rain
or snow melt, or indirectly by overland flow.

The storage capacity of a single cell is the combination
of matrix and fissure fraction capacity. The infiltration ca-
pacity of the fissure fraction network is not limited a priori,

meaning that any water that cannot infiltrate into the matrix is
passed on to the fissure network. When, after calculating all
the fluxes (percolation and lateral exchange), the water stor-
age in the fissures exceeds their capacity, it is returned to the
surface as overland flow. Any water remaining as surface de-
tention is redistributed instantaneously as overland flow over
the slope.

Lateral exchange0 [m3 h−1] within the cell is possible
only between the saturated zones of matrix and fissure frac-
tions (0Sat,FM/MF), and the unsaturated zones of the ma-
trix fraction and the saturated zone of the fissure fraction
(0Unsat,FM), when water level in the fissure fraction exceeds
that found in the matrix fraction. No lateral fluxes occur be-
tween the unsaturated zone of the fissure network and unsat-
urated matrix. However, fissures can drain vertically into the
soil when they terminate above the lithic contact.

2.3.2 Fluxes between soil columns

Lateral flow (Qsat) between the cells occurs across the satu-
rated zone only as result of differences in total piezometric
head between the adjacent nodes in thex- andy-direction.
The total head in each column is comprised of the gravita-
tional potential, the elevation of the bottom of the soil col-
umn, and the average of the water level in both the fissure
network and matrix, weighed by the respective surface area.
The specific discharge across the cell boundaries in thex-
andy-direction depends on the transmissivity in those direc-
tions. Transmissivity per domain is the product of saturated
permeability (matrix or fissure), water height (in matrix or
fissure) and width (matrix width or fissure width in cell). The
fissure connectivity (Cfis) represents the chance for fissure
network to be connected laterally between the adjacent soil
columns and modifies the transmissivity towards that of the
fissure network rather than that of the – less permeable – ma-
trix. As such, there is no explicit “fissure to fissure” in adja-
cent cell exchange of groundwater. Rather, the total saturated
lateral flux is subsequently distributed over the matrix and
fissure domains on basis of the ratio of the transmissivity val-
ues within a column and the connectivity between fissures.

Although field studies have shown that the macropore con-
tinuity is dynamic and positively related to the increase in
water content (e.g.Tsuboyama et al., 1994; Sidle et al., 2000;
Van Schaik et al., 2008), quantification of this relationship re-
mains difficult. Moreover, there is no research on macropore
continuity dedicated particularly to fissures.

In order to elaborate on the dynamic nature of fissure con-
nectivity, we have made the fissure connectivity term (Cfis)
dependent on the soil moisture content of the soil column.
In this way we conceptualize that the water exchange be-
tween soil columns (lateral flow,Qsat) will increase with a
rising degree of saturation in the soil column. This shifts the
conceptual notion of fissure connectivity from the geomet-
ric property of fissure network towards a dynamic aspect of
the combined hydrology of heavily fissured soil. In analogy
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Fig. 3. (a)Geometry of the idealised, “simple” landslide representation; the contour lines show the DEM of the bedrock and the white dots
indicate the points for which the groundwater level fluctuation are reported (see Fig.9). (b) Matrix (solid line) and fissure (broken line)
properties.

to macropore flow (e.g.Zehe and Bl̈oschl, 2004), we have
established the following threshold relationship of the soil
moisture content in the soil column (2E) and fissure connec-
tivity (Cfis):

Cfis,i = (9){
Cfis,min+

2E,i−2E, fc
2E, sat−2E, fc

(Cfis,max− Cfis,min) for2E,i ≥ 2E,fc

Cfis,min for2E,i < 2E, fc

whereCfis,i and2E,i are fissure connectivity [–] and effec-
tive saturation of the matrix [–] at time stepi, Cfis,min and
Cfis,max are the minimal and maximal fissure connectivity,
set to 0.1 and 0.9, respectively.2E,fc =2E,pF=2.0 is effective
saturation at the field capacity [–] and2E,sat= 1 (full satura-
tion).

Introducing a direct relationship between fissure connec-
tivity and soil moisture (Eq.10) in the model will have an
effect on the drainage capacity of the fissure network. With
Cfis > 0, the exchange of water in the fissure network be-
tween adjacent cells is enhanced, and the fraction of the wa-
ter flux between the soil columns is controlled by the hy-
draulic conductivity of fissure network. In this way the dy-
namic nature of fissure connectivity, which influences the ef-
fectiveness of the drainage capacity of the fissures, is empha-
sized.

3 Methodology

3.1 “Simple” landslide representation

Model development and evaluation of the proof-of-concept
are carried out using an idealised landslide representation.

The clone map consists of 30 rows by 175 columns and
the grid size of 5× 5 m. This gives a spatial domain of
875× 150 m. The idealised digital elevation model (DEM)
extends between 1725 m a.s.l. (toe of the landslide) and
2135 m a.s.l. (crown of the landslide), which corresponds to
a planar slope of 25.1◦.

The landslide body is delineated by an ellipse with a length
of 800 m and a breadth of 90 m. This allows us to account for
the effect of converging and diverging topography. The depth
of the slip plane along the major slope-parallel-axis of the
ellipse is described by the arc of a circle passing through the
crown and toe of the landslide body and its midpoint on the
vertical, through the centre of the landslide. The maximum
depth of the landslide is set to 8 m, and it decreases towards
the borders (Fig.3a).

The soil parameters of each layer are set arbitrarily based
on personal experience and measurements performed in clay
shale landslide (Malet et al., 2005; Debieche et al., 2011;
Krzeminska et al., 2011). Figure3b shows the example of
the distribution of soil parameters with depth for matrix and
fissure fractions. The saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat)
was set to 4.1× 10−6, 2.8× 10−6 and 2.4× 10−6 m s−1 for
the matrix fraction, for layer 1, 2, and 3 respectively. For each
layer, theKsat for fissure fraction was assumed to be 20 times
higher than that of the matrix.

3.2 Modelling strategy

Four scenarios are evaluated:

– scenario 1 (no fissures) represents the landslide where
no fissures are considered;
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Fig. 4.Variation in total storage during one-year simulation period expressed as a relationship between cumulative inflow (total rain volume)
and changes in storage compared to initial condition.

– scenarios 2 and 3 (connected and disconnected fissures),
where fissure properties are set to be constant over the
simulation period, and fissure connectivity (Cfis) is set
to be 10 % or 90 % for “disconnected fissures” and
“connected fissures” scenario respectively;

– scenario 4 (dynamic connectivity), scenario where the
dynamic characteristic of fissure connectivity is applied.

Each model run is performed for one calendar year with
the use of the same meteorological forcing (rain intensity,
air temperature, incoming short wave radiation and relative
humidity), generating a dynamic equilibrium of 470 mm of
precipitation and around 1200 mm of potential evaporation.
Snow accumulation was inhibited, by keeping the air tem-
perature above freezing point, for the snow cover calcula-
tions. Moreover, the vegetation cover was not considered in
the model.

The initial conditions (distributed groundwater level and
soil moisture) were determined by spinning up the model
with the “no fissures” scenario: the total initial storage of the
landslide equals 91 % of its storage capacity. The same ini-
tial conditions (determined for “no fissures” scenario) were
applied for all the scenarios. The bedrock is considered to
be non-permeable, and thus no percolation is lost across the
lithic contact (BC = 0). In this way, the pre-defined bedrock
topography (see Sect. 3.1) constitutes a no-flow boundary
condition. The outflow from the landslide area is possible in
the form of surface runoff at the toe of the landslide.

For scenarios 2, 3 and 4 (fissure scenarios), an equal dis-
tribution of fissures was assumed over the whole landslide.

An average fissure fraction was set to 0.30, 0.20 and 0.05,
and an average fissure aperture was set to be 0.20, 0.10 and
0.05 m for 1st, 2nd and 3rd layer respectively. It is important
to stress that in the model, the geometry of the landslide re-
mains constant during the simulation period, and therefore
no mass displacement is considered. The scenarios have no
influence on the mechanical material properties.

The outputs of the simulations were collated and compared
with each other, in order to see the effect of the introduc-
tion of fissures and their connectivity on the hydrological be-
haviour of the landslide. To this end, the water balance com-
ponents were calculated and compared between the different
scenarios.

As a last step, a sensitivity analysis was performed on
the effect of the parameterisation of the matrix on the sim-
ulated hydrology. One parameter was perturbed in consecu-
tive model run. Furthermore, a detailed sensitivity analysis of
the fissure fraction parameterisation and fissure connectivity
was performed to quantify whether the introduction of dy-
namic fissure behaviour is relevant, or if similar hydrological
responses could be obtained with adapted hydraulic parame-
terisation of the fissure system.

4 Simulation results

4.1 General water balance components of a landslide

Table1 shows the annual water balance components of four
modelled scenarios. The initial conditions of each scenario
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Fig. 5. Variation in total cumulative outflow and total surface detention during one-year simulation period expressed in relationship to
cumulative inflow (total rain volume).

have the same groundwater levels, soil moisture content and
surface detention. Consequently, the total storage at the start
of the simulation period is different for the “no fissures” sce-
nario and the other three scenarios (the same groundwater
levels but different porosities because of the introduction of
the fissure network).

In general, there are only small differences in the water
balance. The majority of the input (rain water) leaves the
system as evaporation: between 64.7 % of rain volume for
the “no fissures” scenario and 65.7 % of the rain volume for
the “connected fissures” scenario. The relatively high evapo-
ration rate for all of the scenarios is the effect of wet initial
conditions (initial water storage in the landslide equals 91 %
of total available storage capacity) and maintenance of high
water level in the lower part of the landslide due to predefined
bedrock topography.

Over the simulation, the total volume of water stored
within the system (including surface detention) decreases for
all but the “disconnected fissures” scenario. The highest dif-
ference (1.1 % of the total volume of rain) is observed for the
“connected fissures” scenarios. Figure4a shows the variation
in total storage in relation to cumulative inflow (total volume
of precipitation). The difference in total storage between the
“no fissures” scenario and the other three scenarios, is the
consequence of introducing fissures as a fraction of the land-
slide material with higher porosity. The same initial ground-
water level and soil moisture content but higher porosity re-
sults in higher total storage values. However, when looking
at the relative changes in total storage, with regard to initial
conditions, one can see that the dynamics of total storage of
“no fissures” and “disconnected fissures” are almost equal

(Fig. 4b). The overall behaviour of the system is very sim-
ilar for all the scenarios with clear consecutive drying and
wetting periods. The total storage of “disconnected fissures”
is almost always the highest and that of “connected fissures”
the lowest. The exceptions are the wet periods with total stor-
age of the landslide more than 90 % of its storage capacity
(MaxStor). During these periods the simulated total storages
are the same for all fissure scenarios.

Figure5 shows cumulative outflow from the modelled area
and surface detention over the landslide area in relation to cu-
mulative inflow. There are very small absolute differences in
the total cumulative outflow between the scenarios: total cu-
mulative outflow equal to 35.9 %, 35.4 %, 35.2 % of total rain
volume for “dynamic fissures” scenario, “connected fissures”
scenario and “disconnected fissures” respectively. This is the
effect of pre-defined bedrock topography and no-flow bound-
ary conditions that allow water outflow from the landslide in
the form of surface runoff only and limit the variation of the
outflow volume between scenarios. However, Fig.5a shows
that during the wetting periods the highest outflow is ob-
served with “connected fissures” and during the drying peri-
ods the highest outflow is observed with “dynamic fissures”.
The outflow observed with “disconnected fissure” scenario
is always the lowest. Consequently, the average surface de-
tention, observed within landslide area is the lowest for the
“connected fissures” scenario (58.3 m3), moderate for “dy-
namic connectivity” scenario (63.0 m3) and the highest for
“disconnected fissures” and “no fissures” scenarios (72.6 and
75.4 m3 respectively). During the wet periods observed dif-
ferences between the scenarios are negligible.
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Table 1.Annual water balance components of four modelled scenarios, calculated for whole spatial domain.

No Disconnected Connected Dynamic
fissures fissures fissures connectivity

Total storage at the start of simulated 57 618 62 571 62 571 62 571
period [m3]
Total input (precipitation-evaporation) 61 681 61 681 61 681 61 681
[m3]
Total storage at the end of simulated 57 431 62 682 61 877 62 277
period [m3]
Change in total storage over the −187 111 −694 −294
simulation period [m3]
Total outflow [m3] 21 933 21 696 21 816 22 114

4.2 Spatial and temporal differences in
groundwater level

The timing and duration of near saturation is an important
aspect for landslide (re-)activation. Figure6 shows the total
amount of days (during the one-year simulation period) with
total saturation (groundwater level reaching the soil surface).
Clear differences between the scenarios can be seen. The av-
erage number of days with saturation is 121, 134, 152 and
128 days per cell for scenarios 1 to 4 respectively. While the
average number of days with saturation for “no fissures” and
“dynamic connectivity” is very similar, the spatial distribu-
tion of the storage (saturation) is different: much less satu-
ration is observed in the upper part of the landslide when
accounting for dynamic connectivity of fissures. The results
of the “connected fissures” scenario are strongly affected by
pre-defined bedrock topography and converging water flow
paths. Faster drainage propagates water downslope, and ver-
tically converging flow paths result in accumulation of the
water in the lower part of the landslide.

It is interesting to compare the results presented in Fig.6
with Fig. 7 showing the number of unstable cells (fs< 1)
observed per time step. The average number of unstable cells
observed in the scenarios where fissures are implemented is
always higher than the one for “no fissures” scenario. The
“disconnected fissures” and “connected fissures” scenarios
present two extreme behaviours. This is the effect of an in-
crease (“disconnected fissures”) or decrease (“connected fis-
sures”) of the soil column weight (Wfis, Wmat) and pore pres-
sure due to different water distribution within the landslide.

Figure8a shows an example of modelled groundwater lev-
els from toe to crown along the landslide for six days during
the one-year simulation periods. Figure9 presents an exam-
ple of the modelled groundwater level fluctuations for four
points located along the landslide profile (see Fig.3a). In the
case of “connected fissures”, water entering the fissure net-
work is drained out of the landslide by fissures that provide
continuous areas of high transmissivity. The total lateral sat-
urated water flow (Qsat), which represents lateral drainage

Fig. 6. The total number of days during one-year simulation period
that full saturation was found.

within the landslide system (flow between cells), is approxi-
mately 1.6 times higher than in the case of the “no fissures”
scenario, and 56 % of this water is flowing through the fis-
sure network. As a consequence, a general decrease of the
groundwater level is found (Figs.8 and9b–d). Conversely,
the model configuration with “disconnected fissures” creates
areas with very high storage capacities, but with slower lat-
eral exchange between cells. In this way, the groundwater ta-
ble remains at a higher level compared to the “no fissures”
and “connected fissures” scenarios. The total lateral satu-
rated flow (Qsat), in the case of “disconnected fissures”, is
1.3 times higher compared to the “no fissures” scenario, and
approximately 30 % of this flow occurs between the fissure
fraction of one cell and matrix fraction of another cell, or
between fissure fractions of the cells.

The groundwater level simulated with the “dynamic con-
nectivity” scenario is a combination of the modest fluctua-
tions observed for the “disconnected fissures” scenario and
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Fig. 7.The number of unstable cells (fs< 1) per time step, simulated with different scenarios.

the larger groundwater level fluctuation observed for that of
“connected fissures”. Fissure connectivity changes in time
and space (Fig.8b) according to the relationship defined with
Eq. (9). However, the higher the total storage of the landslide
is, the smaller the observed differences in groundwater level
are between the scenarios (Fig.8a).

At the lower part of the landslide (Fig.9e), the ground-
water behaviour depends on parallel flow paths (planar) and
also converging flow paths (vertical). The simulation results
show that this is especially important if a large volume of wa-
ter can be transported from upslope via fast flow through a
well-connected fissure system (the “connected fissures” sce-
nario). Therefore, in the lower part of the landslide, the high-
est groundwater level is observed when the “connected fis-
sures” scenario is implemented

There are significant differences between the scenarios
in the timing of when saturation is reached (Fig.9). The
highest groundwater level is observed first for “disconnected
fissures” or “no fissures”, then “dynamic connectivity” and
lastly the “connected fissures” scenario. The exception is the
lowest part of the landslide (Fig.9e) where, in case of the
“connected fissures” scenario, most of the water accumu-
lates, and thus groundwater level is the highest.

When looking at the exchange fluxes between the fis-
sure and matrix fraction, clear differences between scenarios
are visible. The absolute total exchange fluxes (0) between
fissure and matrix fractions (0Sat,FM +0Sat, MF+0Unsat, FM)
for “dynamic connectivity” equal 79 % of the total ob-
served for “connected fissures” and 130 % of the one ob-
served for “disconnected fissures”. The same relation is ob-
served when comparing unsaturated (0Unsat, FM) and satu-
rated (0Sat, FM+0Sat, MF) exchange fluxes separately. For all
scenarios the saturated exchange fluxes (0Sat, FM+0Sat, MF)
are around 50–55 % of total exchange fluxes. However, there
are significant differences in flux directions. The ratio be-
tween the total amount of water flowing from the fissure frac-
tion into the matrix fraction (0Sat, FM) and the total amount
of water flowing from the matrix fraction into the fissure
fraction (0Sat, MF) are 1.23, 1.12 and 0.95 for “disconnected

fissures”, “dynamic connectivity” and “connected fissures”,
respectively. The results of exchange fluxes analysis show
that there are limited differences in piezometric head in ma-
trix and fissure network for “disconnected fissures”. They
also show that, in the case of “connected fissures”, these dif-
ferences are getting bigger and that that groundwater level
in the matrix is in general higher than the one in the fissure.
The “dynamic connectivity” scenario is a combination of two
extreme scenarios.

4.3 Sensitivity analysis

In general, the sensitivity analysis of the model is in line
with the one presented byVan Beek(2002) and Malet et
al. (2005). The porosity (nmat, nfis) and saturated hydraulic
conductivity (Ksat,mat, Ksat,fis) are the parameters with the
largest influence on the hydrological model (modelled stor-
age). This is not surprising, since those two parameters con-
trol the soil moisture percolation with depth, groundwater
recharge and saturated lateral flow. Changing these two pa-
rameters by adding or subtracting 25 % and 50 % of the abso-
lute values for the porosity and 50 % and 100 % of the abso-
lute values for for saturated hydraulic connectivity (for both
matrix and fissure fractions at one time) results in maximal
10 % (for n) or 12 % (forKsat) variation in modelled stor-
age. There is an obvious strong positive relationship between
changes in soil porosity, for both matrix and fissure fractions,
and both saturated and unsaturated storages. In the case of
changes inKsat, the average total storage is almost constant,
but an increase inKsat results in an increase in unsaturated
storage in both fissure and matrix fraction and a decrease in
corresponding saturated storages.

A more detailed sensitivity analysis of the fissure frac-
tion parameterisation and fissure connectivity was performed
to quantify whether the introduction of dynamic fissure be-
haviour is relevant, or if similar hydrological responses could
be obtained with adapted hydraulic parameterisation of the
fissure system. Figure10 shows the results of the sensitivity
analyses by plotting the number of days a cell was saturated
as a function of the hydraulic parameterisation of the fissures
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Fig. 8. (a) Modelled groundwater levels along the landslide profile (major axes of the ellipse); x-axis represents the distance from the toe
of the landslide (0 m) to the crown (800 m).(b) The distribution of fissure connectivity over the landslide area, corresponding to these
groundwater levels and observed total storages. The light grey line, present in the last profile of sub-figure(a), represents the bedrock depth.
Please note the exaggeration of the vertical scale.

(Ksat,fis, nfis). The reference plot (the “dynamic connectivity”
scenario) is located in the upper right corner of the sensitiv-
ity matrix. Moving along the x-axisKsat,fisdecreases, while
moving along y-axis the porosity of fissure fraction (nfis) de-
creases. The lower left plot represents the situation of ma-
trix flow only, as the saturated hydraulic connectivity and
porosity of matrix and fissure fractions are the same. Note,

however, that this is not similar to the “no fissures” scenario,
as the air entry value and shape factor of soil water reten-
tion curve are also defined separately for the fissure fraction.
Figure10 shows that when decreasingKsat,fis, the upper part
of the landslide exhibits more saturation, meaning that the
groundwater levels remain higher in the upper part of the
landslide area. This is due to the reduced drainage capacity of
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Fig. 9.Time series results of the one-year simulation period:(a) precipitation;(b–e)examples of groundwater level fluctuations observed in
four points located along the landslide profile (major axes of the ellipse) from the toe (0 m) to the scarp (800 m) of the landslide. See Fig.8a
for the landslide profile and Fig.3a for specific location of four points.
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Fig. 10.Sensitivity analysis of the model for changes in the fissure parameterisation. The unstable area is the area of all cells wherefs< 1.
The plot located in upper right corner is the reference plot – the “dynamic connectivity” scenario. Moving to the left along the x-axis,Ksat,fis
decreases, while moving down along y-axis, thenfis decreases.

the fissure network. On the other hand, whennfis decreases
(getting closer tonmat) there are limited differences in wa-
ter distribution within the landslide; however, the percent-
age of the unstable area decreases. This is the result of de-
creased infiltration capacity of the fissures: less water flows
to the deeper layers, and therefore less water moves from
the fissures to the matrix. Consequently, it results in a slower
groundwater table rise.

Figure11a shows the results coming from the four refer-
ence scenarios: “no fissures”, “disconnected fissures”, “con-
nected fissures” and “dynamic connectivity” scenarios. Fig-
ure 11b shows the effect of the influence of a fissure net-
work with different fissure connectivities (from 10 to 90 %)
that are set constant over the simulation period. The last
panel (Fig.11c) presents the simulation results for the “con-
nected fissures” scenario but with different lower saturated
hydraulic permeability for the fissure fraction (Ksat,fis). Fig-
ure11shows that the results of the simulation using constant
fissure connectivity differ clearly from the one performed
with dynamic fissure connectivity, despite changes in the

fissure fraction characteristics: fissure connectivity (Fig.11b)
and fissure hydraulic permeability (Fig.11c). Comparing the
results of Fig.11b with the “dynamic connectivity” scenario
of Fig. 11a, it can be seen that constant fissure connectivity
results in more water in the lower part of the landslide and
gives a larger average unstable area for similar average total
storage. The saturated permeability of the fissures (Fig.11c)
basically affects the drainage capacity, independent of the
connectivity fraction.

The general conclusion that can be drawn from the sen-
sitivity analysis is that the results obtained with “dynamic
connectivity” scenario cannot be reached using effective hy-
draulic parameterisation of the fissure fraction with constant
connectivity. The “dynamic connectivity” scenario seems to
be able to accommodate more water in the system, causing
less instability.
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Fig. 11. Sensitivity analysis of the model for changes in conceptualisation of fissure connectivity:(a) is the reference panel – the “no
fissures”, “disconnected fissures”, “connected fissures” and “dynamic connectivity” scenarios;(b) changing fissure connectivity (Cfis) for
the simulation with fissures included (Cfis is constant over the simulation period);(c) changing saturated hydraulic conductivity for the
“connected fissures” scenario.

5 Discussion and conclusions

This research aimed to study the importance of preferen-
tial fissure flow for landslide hydrological behaviour at the
field scale, with a conceptual modelling approach using the
Storage and Redistribution of Water on Agricultural and Re-
vegetated Slopes model (STARWARS), which is a distributed
model coupling hydrological and stability dynamics (Van
Beek, 2002). The results highlight that fissure connectivity
and fissure permeability are important parameters of the fis-
sure network. Both of these parameters can change the water
distribution within the landslide and influence the timing and
the duration of the periods of elevated pore pressure condi-
tions.

The presented conceptual model of fissure flow is based
on dual-permeability approach. The use of dual-permeability
approach for preferential fissure flow modelling allows

incorporating knowledge about commonly observed features
of a fissure network, such as retaining their own porosity and
soil moisture content (Malet et al., 2005), matrix – fissure
interaction (Van Beek and Van Asch, 1999) as well as pro-
viding dynamically changing natural preferential flow paths
(Weiler and McDonnell, 2007). This way of simulating pref-
erential fissure flow seems more realistic when compared to
the simplistic preferential flow representation in a form of by-
passing flow (Malet et al., 2005) or modified hydraulic con-
ductivity function only (Mulungu et al., 2005; Zhang et al.,
2006). Moreover, the use of GIS-based PCRaster program-
ming language gives the opportunity to account for spatial
heterogeneity of soil hydrological properties and distributed
nature of the fissure systems.

The results presented in this paper are in agreement with
previous studies: presence of fissures increases the vertical
infiltration rate and influences storage capacity of the soil
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(McDonnell, 1990; Uchida et al., 2001). When a fissure net-
work consists of disconnected fissures only, the storage ca-
pacity increases whereas outflow is impeded. This results in
persistently high groundwater levels and less spatial vari-
ations across the landslide. A connected fissures network
shows fast preferential drainage as the dominant process and
thus results in a lower groundwater level. In this way, fis-
sures and the dynamic variation in their connectivity control
the distribution of soil pore water pressure, which is an im-
portant factor for initiation and reactivation of mass move-
ment (Cameira et al., 2000; Uchida et al., 2001; Nobles et
al., 2004). The results presented in this paper show that pres-
ence of fissures increases the overall stability of the land-
slide. However, it is important to stress that downslope con-
verging flow paths (resulting from bedrock topography and
no-flow boundary conditions) in combination with extended,
well-connected fissure network result in the accumulation of
the water from the upper part of the landslide in the lower
part of the landslide. That can lead to very high groundwa-
ter level and negatively affect the stability of the toe of the
landslide. This effect might also be observed in reality, de-
pending on the geomorphology and topography of the valley
and the geometry of the toe itself. However, it is necessary
to have in mind that the fissure network defined in our study
(Ffis = 30 % over the whole landslide area) is quite large and
it would not often be that extensive in a real case study.

Introducing the dynamic fissure connectivity, dependent
upon soil moisture content as earlier proposed for soil pipe
networks (e.g.Nieber and Sidle, 2004), results in composite
behaviour spanning the end members mentioned above. This
range of hydrological responses under dry and wet condi-
tions introduces stronger seasonality than static fissure con-
nectivity. This is more similar to what is actually observed in
nature. Furthermore, the analysis showed that dynamic fis-
sure behaviour could not be mimicked using adjusted hy-
draulic parameterisation for the fissures. We recognize the
difficulties in quantification of the dynamic fissure connec-
tivity characteristics, but we believe this research has shown
that it is worthwhile to include dynamic fissure characteris-
tics into hydrological modelling of the landslide.

Our research indicates the need for further studies in the
direction of measurement of fissure characteristics and mon-
itoring of their variation over time. It would be worthwhile to
look at orientation of fissures. This would allow us to better
define and constrain the relationship between fissure connec-
tivity and saturation degree of the soil. It may also shed light
on other relationships, i.e. between fissure volume and dif-
ferential soil movement within a landslide.
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